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“ Every farmer and field has a different need in 
product selection. It’s extremely vital to see  
those products in different stages  
throughout the year. I am building my  
understanding of how each product  
performs to improve yield potential  
every year.”

Andrew Phillips,  
Channel Seedsman, Iowa 

“ Monitoring fields in Climate FieldView™  
allows us to place the product that is  
going to perform the best and reach  
top yields for each field, each fertility  
level and each soil type.”

Beau Jacobson,  
Channel Seedsman, Minnesota

“As a Channel Seedsman, I work with my 
customers to develop a plan to be successful this 
year and to be successful next year. While I’m in 
their fields doing Field Check Up Series  
visits and creating Custom Crop  
Reports, I’m collecting and sharing 
information to help place products  
for a roadmap for success.”

 
Kyle Allen,  

Channel Seedsman, Missouri

HOW TO:  
PUSH AND PINCH TEST
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Seedsmanship At Work® are registered trademarks 
of Channel Bio, LLC. FieldView™ is a trademark of 
The Climate Corporation. All other trademarks are the 
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Climate FieldView™ services provide estimates or 
recommendations based on models. These do not 
guarantee results. Consult your agronomist, commodities 
broker and other service professionals before making 
financial, risk management, and farming decisions. More 
information at http://www.climate.com/disclaimers. 
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CHANNEL SEEDSMEN CONSIDER  

PRODUCT PLACEMENT ALL YEAR LONG
For Channel Seedsmen, product evaluations happen all season long. During Field Check Up Series visits, which are 
provided exclusively by Channel, Seedsmen evaluate product performance in a range of field conditions. 

Channel Seedsmen evaluate the agronomic needs on farmers’ fields during each stage of the Field Check Up Series visit 
to ensure that seed products selected for the following season are the best match for the growing environment on each 
farm and field. 

Here’s what Channel Seedsman have to say about placing products on local farms and fields: 

Evaluate fields periodically after pollination to check for stalk rot and lodging issues. Walk a 
zigzag pattern through the field and check 20 plants in five random locations. Healthy stalks 
are firm and cannot be compressed. If a stalk feels soft, it is likely prone to lodging. 

The push test helps determine the sturdiness of the corn stalk and simulates a wind event. 
Conduct a push test by pushing a stalk at a 45-degree angle, or until the tassel touches 
the tassel of the next row. If the stalk buckles, it could be compromised with a cannibalized 
stalk or stalk rot, and thus, the field should be a high priority for harvest. 

For the pinch test, pinch stalks between the second and third node from the ground. 
Hollow stalks might make a popping sound as air within the stalk rind compresses.  
This test reveals the health of the plant. Fields with fragile stalks should  
be harvested sooner rather than later. 

Your Channel Seedsman can help you evaluate plant health in your fields.  
Visit Channel.com/YourSeedsman to find a Channel Seedsman in your area.

The Push Test: push the stalk from above the ear 
and lean the corn stalk sideways until the top of the 
plant touches the neighboring corn row. When the 
stalk is released, some will spring back to an upright 
position and others will stay leaned over. Credit: 
University of Illinois Extension, https://web.extension 
.illinois.edu/nwiardc/eb270/entry_11744/

The Pinch Test: pinch stalks between the second 
and third node from the ground. Weak stalks will feel 
hollow and collapse easily, while strong stalks will 
be very hard to pinch. Credit: University of Nebraska 
Extension, http://extensiontv.unl.edu/v/5932



Watch for more of  
Matt’s insights about 
navigating today’s 
commodities markets  
in upcoming issues. 

Sign up to receive  
Matt’s grain marketing 
insights — text JOIN  
to 242665.

BRETT OCHS
Channel® Brand Corn Product Manager  

When it comes to the commodity markets and profitability, 2019 has been a roller-coaster ride for producers. With spring 
insurance prices of $4 for corn and $9.54 for soybeans, prices in the winter weren’t terrible by any means. However, as I write 
this column in mid-May, profit margins look to continue to tighten. 

With producers still looking at plenty of unknowns as we progress through summer, numerous questions remain on how to 
manage risk, whether it be with prices or inputs. When it comes to in-season decisions like whether or not to spray fungicide or 
insecticide, it’s imperative to look at return-on-investment 
and not just what the cost may be. Whether it be your 
Seedsman, district sales manager or agronomist, plenty of 
resources are available to help you with those decisions. 

“As we try to put the finishing touches 
on the 2019 crop, we can utilize the 
expertise Channel provides to make  
the most sound decisions possible.”  
— Matt Bennett

We are all facing tight margins, but the last several years 
producing bushels has bailed us out of tough marketing 
environments. As we try to put the finishing touches 
on the 2019 crop, we can utilize the expertise Channel 
provides to make the most sound decisions possible. 
It’s usually in our best interest to keep our focus on net 
profits instead of merely costs. Good luck as you head 
into the homestretch. 

GRAIN MARKETING TIPS
FROM MATT BENNETT  

TIME TO FOCUS ON NET PROFITS

INSIGHTS BENEFIT FARMERS THIS SEASON AND NEXT SEASON 
During the Channel® Field Check Up Series visits at each crop stage — seedling, vegetative, 
reproductive and maturity — Channel Seedsmen gain knowledge about each customer’s fields 
and provide real-time observations to their farmer-customers who opt in to share information  
on the Climate FieldView™ platform. This information allows Seedsmen to pinpoint opportunities to  
enhance crop health for greater yield and is then compiled into a Custom Crop Report. 

The Custom Crop Report includes information from across a farmer’s operation and quickly and 
efficiently provides agronomic insights to track crop progress, make yield-enhancing decisions for the 
current crop and inform product selection for the following season. When it’s product selection time,  
the farmer and Seedsman can review their Custom Crop Reports, recapping the notes from each field. 

Experts about local conditions, Channel Seedsmen have access to research data to  
determine the best group of products for each farm. With all that available information,  
the Seedsman and farmer can then work together to select the highest performing  
product lineup.

Climate FieldView, the Field Check Up Series and Custom Crop Reports enable  
Channel Seedsmen to provide even better service with more accurate observations  
and real-time data insights.

CHANNEL® BRAND INTEGRATES  
SERVICE AND TECHNOLOGY

Jeff Bingham, Missouri 

“ I have a lot of different soil types on 
my farm. My Seedsman and I have 
walked over each of those areas, 
looked at them and determined 
what product we need to use in  
that particular area.” 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Gerald Foltz, Nebraska

“ My Channel Seedsman is very 
knowledgeable about the products 
that he carries. Since I’ve been 
planting Channel products the last 
couple of years, my yields have 
gone up.” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Kevin Poppel, Minnesota

We actually split half of our farm 
with Channel products and with 
another company. What stood out so 
rapidly, was the Channel Seedsman 
paid a lot closer attention to where 
the products would perform. In that 
particular year, Channel products out 
yielded the competitor by almost 30 
bushel an acre.”

Nathan Geiger, Kansas 

“ We have one farm with very unique 
soil types and no yield consistency. Our 
Channel Seedsman recommended a corn 
product, and we planted it and kept an eye 
on it all year. We got the combine in the 
field, and after we were done and checked 
all the scale tickets, it was one of the best 
crops we’d ever had off that farm.”

Channel Seedsmen provide a hands-on approach to helping farmers succeed. 
They are with you on your farm, assessing your conditions, diagnosing your 
challenges, then recommending the best solutions specific to your needs. At 
Channel, it’s about working with you 365 days a year to help you reach your goals. 
Here is what some farmers have to say about their success with Channel products.  

FARMERS VALUE  

CHANNEL® BRAND  
PRODUCT PERFORMANCE

Visit Channel.com/FindASeedsman  
to find a Channel Seedsman who 
can help you gain more yield from 
your acres.

EVALUATE FIELD HEALTH TO PRIORITIZE 
HARVEST AND PRESERVE YIELD
Because most of the Corn Belt experienced wet spring weather, Channel Seedsmen are on the lookout for disease 
pathogens that can stress corn and significantly reduce corn yields. Disease pathogens that are visible in corn fields now 
have been lurking in soils and field debris since planting.

As the growing season progresses from the reproductive stage to the maturity stage, it’s a good time to evaluate the crop 
and think about your harvest plan. Many farmers are very pragmatic about taking their crop out of the field. They consider 
the logistics of moving machinery, making sure there is the right amount of help and computing the distance harvested 
grain will need to travel for storage or sale. 

Harvesting a crop according to what makes logistical sense isn’t a bad strategy. However, if your goal is to harvest as many 
corn or soybean bushels as possible, it’s important to evaluate the plant health of each field and know the signs and signals 
for prioritizing harvest. Channel Seedsmen are experts at evaluating stalk health and can help you prioritize and time your 
fields for harvest.

There are two tests that are used to evaluate plant health in the field during the maturity stage, the push test and the pinch 
test. For both tests, plan to sample 20 plants in five representative field locations. When 10 to 15 percent or more of plants 
fail the push or pinch test, there is a risk for severe stalk lodging and the field should be prioritized for harvest to prevent 
losing yield due to downed corn. Ask your local Channel Seedsman about the maturity stage Field Check Up Series visit and 
about evaluating your crop and prioritizing fields for harvest.

WHITNEY MONIN
Channel Technical Agronomist 


